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**Online Registration closes this Friday!**

Are you ready for #CORDAA18, because we are! Register by Friday and save $$ as prices increase on-site! We’re working hard behind the scenes to bring you the best content, experiences, and so much more. From launching Instagram account (@cordmeded) - to making sure that the closing party at the ALAMO is one to remember!

**REGISTER NOW!**

---

**Wellness Continues at #CORDAA18**

Alongside yoga and massage chairs, we are introducing the Zen Den. Available from sunrise to sundown, this quiet space is available (no reservation needed) to all that need time alone, whether for prayer or reflection.

- [Yoga registration](#)
- [Massage chair registration](#)
Want to attend FemInEM FIX18? It's one of the hottest tickets in town and we have 10 to give away! Want to get in on the fun - follow the link, read the rules, and complete the form! Winner will be announced during the #CORDAA18 business meeting. 
Apply Now!

---

More from on the reCORD

Call for ACEP award nominations
Do you know an individual deserving of an award? Take a moment to nominate someone today - deadlines are fast approaching. [Read more]

CORDAA17 Session Recordings *New Videos Every Month!
Missed out on sessions from the 2017 Academic Assembly or want to get ready for 2018 in San Antonio? Here are a few links from popular AA2017 courses to help you along. Click [here] to see past videos.

* First Year Faculty Academics
* Can we at least get some guidelines
* Forget a mentor, find a sponsor
* Advising the bottom 3rd students

---

JETem is looking for submissions
Get your submissions in by April 15th to have them included in the July 15th issue. JETem is an online, open access, peer-reviewed journal repository for EM educators in all major topic areas. [Submit today!]

---

ABEM update
The American Board of Emergency Medicine (ABEM) and the American Osteopathic Board of Emergency Medicine (AOBEM) will now provide letters of support that may be submitted to hospital administrators to forego the mandatory completion of short courses or additional certifications (“merit badges”) often needed for hospital privileges. [Read more]
Opioid use disorder is often difficult to treat. But always rewarding when you succeed.

Evidence-based information and training on the prevention, diagnosis and treatment of opioid use disorder. All at no cost to providers. Find out how your organization can discover the rewards of treating patients with opioid use disorder at www.pcssp.org

Funding for this initiative was made possible (in part) by grant nos. U77TD003697-03, U77TD006556-02 and U77TD006566-02S1 from SAMHSA. The views expressed in written conference materials or publications by speakers and moderators do not necessarily reflect the official policies of the Department of Health and Human Services; nor does mention of trade names, commercial practices, or organizations imply endorsement by the U.S. Government.
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This activity has been planned and implemented in accordance with the accreditation requirements and policies of the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education (ACCME) through the joint providership of the American College of Emergency Physicians and Council of Emergency Medicine Residency Directors. The American College of Emergency Physicians is accredited by the ACCME to provide continuing medical education for physicians.

The American College of Emergency Physicians designates this live activity for a maximum of 22 AMA PRA Category 1 Credits™. Physicians should claim only the credit commensurate with the extent of their participation in the activity.

Approved by the American College of Emergency Physicians for a maximum of 22 hour(s) of ACEP Category I credit.
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